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Purpose: This study aimed to determine whether there was a time difference between the ambulatory application Asafny and traditional type 997 in reaching people in need and interacting appropriately.

Materials and Methods: This study was conducted using retrospective cross-sectional study. A total of 2120 ambulance requests was extracted from Saudi Red Crescent Authority servers in Eastern Province, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The requests were extracted between 2017 and 2019.

Results: There were no significant differences between the two methods of request. In 2019, the shortest times for all phases of requests were recorded. “Ordinary patient” was the most common cause for requests.

Conclusion: Over the years, efforts by the Saudi Red Crescent Authority facilitated improvements in ambulatory services by adapting new technology and services. This has helped reduce times for all phases of emergency requests.
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Introduction

Long ambulance response times have contributed to thousands of deaths worldwide. Delayed reactions endanger the lives of people. Udawant et al (2017) found that individuals died due to the inaccessibility of proper and timely treatment.1 Even in South Asia, there were recommendations to strengthen emergency medical services with the aim of reducing the number of needless deaths and disabilities by improving emergency medical services.2 A systematic random sample of people in Greater Manchester, UK who requested an ambulance by dialing 999 was performed to determine the acceptability of their emergency medical dispatch system and measure callers satisfaction of the service.3 Carvalho focused on improving the effectiveness and efficiency in the emergency medical responses by solving dispatch and relocation ambulance problems that he believed impacted on the health status of those who called for ambulances.4 For Saudi Arabia, a comparison of Asafny and the 997 system has not yet been reported. Therefore, in the present paper, we compared these common ambulance services in terms of response times in Saudi Arabia.

Background

The Saudi Red Crescent Authority (SRCA) was established on 1/16/1963 Hijri by Royal Decree to provide emergency medical services (EMS) in all administrative...
regions of the kingdom of Saudi Arabia for both Saudi citizens and foreigners by calling 997. It also provides services such as training programs, volunteering, and conferences. SRCA has 66 ambulatory centers in Eastern Province with a connection of 44 hospitals, which helps to contact the hospital system before reaching the hospital to prepare for arriving patients.

Currently, technology has evolved and contributed to improve health services. In 2016, the Saudi Red Crescent Authority initiated Asafny and it began operating in 2017. Initially, the focus of the Asafny Application was deaf and non-Arabic speaking people. The application has a number of features, including saving patient personal and health information in the application so that whenever they face an emergency situation, they can call an ambulance using the application and the Red Crescent Authority can directly access their information and location to save time. The third method for ordering an ambulance is the “SOS,” which stands for Save our Souls. The SOS application is already installed in iPhone devices, allowing automatic calls to local emergency number in the country with the patient’s current location.

Context

Ambulances were established decades ago to assist people during emergency situations. They are required to attend to the injured regardless of the location of the incident. These vehicles observe specified routing strategies that at times lack efficiencies due to a number of reasons, including an increased number of emergency incidents and the occurrence of many requests. Despite the existence of significant technological and scientific developments in the healthcare sector over recent decades, increased demand for ambulance services exists in which the people are more exposed to the risk of illness due to rises in disease-causing factors, including longevity, sedentary behavior, violence, and diseases associated with aging; the increased risk has resulted in a rise in demand for emergency services, with ambulance response times being a key factor affecting overall quality of care. Several studies have investigated the various ways to increase ambulance services efficiency. For example, Sarı found that the Segment Effect Value formula, a GIS navigation approach, is crucial in directing and guiding the movement of ambulances, as it enables them to achieve acceptable ambulance response times (ARTs). These findings are consistent with those of previous studies that indicated that geospatial time analysis of ambulance deployment is associated with reduced response times.

The routing of ambulances triggered studies concerning their reallocation. The deployment of the locations of emergency vehicles determines their availability and effectiveness in reducing response times. According to Nogueira, Pinto, and Silva (2016), the ambulance quantity and base locations influence the performance of EMS.

In the UK, emergency vehicles have failed to realize their response time targets for both possible and actual life-threatening calls. Consequently, investigators have performed studies to produce measures of improving this condition; according to Slater (2017), the use of alternative secondary and tertiary resources enables ambulance services to achieve the response time targets. Another study that adopted a simulation model based on action learning revealed that an ambulance service must shift from the nearest crew response model to one that allows for a specified multi-organizational service to definite need categories. These findings suggest that ARTs are achievable, subject to the institution of appropriate policies.

A considerable number of studies have investigated the means of lowering ARTs. Typically, governments have a prespecified duration within which an emergency vehicle should arrive at the location of the incident. However, they are considering reducing these time limit targets. According to research, this move would improve patient care, because lowering ARTs increases survival rates.

Technological deficits are leading factors affecting emergency medical responses in various parts of the world. Consequently, ambulances experience delays that ultimately adversely affect quality of life of the callers. Various technological interventions have been developed to overcome these limitations. Gupta developed a smart ambulance system and found that the internet of things and smartphone technologies could reduce time complexity and enable the provision of faster provision of medical services. Kobayashi, Kimura, and Kenichi developed a smart ambulance approach alarm system model and discovered that technology is key to the minimization of traffic on roads. These findings suggest that the consideration of the optimal ARTs improves healthcare and save lives. Fitch (2005) found that measuring performance, responding to ambulance requests in a professional appropriate way, meeting the supply with the demand, and applying technology are all factors that could improve response time performance.
The Red Crescent Authority in Saudi Arabia developed a mobile application called Asafny to support 997 emergency call services. Despite the development of this technology, some people still insist on using 997. The reasons for this are mainly the lack of internet access for some people. The 997 system and Asafny were both established to provide people in need with ambulance care quickly to save lives. Comparing these two systems will help identify limitations or strengths in both emergency methods, and will thereby support the Ministry of Health in achieving their aim of saving lives. Ambulance centers are distributed based on the vision and mission of the Saudi Red Crescent Authority to achieve the priority aim of serving and saving patients by reducing response times so as to reduce disabilities and to keep individuals active in the community. According to recent statistics at the Saudi Red Crescent Authority website, the Eastern Province has a number of 171 ambulance vehicles. A comparison of these two ambulatory request methods has not been previously reported. This research topic was addressed due to the lack of SRCA information regarding 997 and Asafny in the literature.

Aims and Objectives
We aimed to quantify the time differences of requests by year and the common causes of requests along with their response times for both Asafny and 997.

At the end of the study, we determined whether to accept our hypothesis that ambulance arrival times triggered by the mobile ambulatory application Asafny would be similar to those of the traditional 997 call requests. The null hypothesis was that ambulance arrival times triggered by the mobile ambulatory application Asafny would be different from those triggered by traditional 997 phone calls.

Materials and Methods
Research Design
This study was based on a quantitative research methodology using a comparative retrospective cross-sectional research design. This method was used to facilitate collecting data in a short period of time and to provide us with an initial status of the ambulatory services as well as opportunities for improvements. The independent variable was the method of ambulance request whether by the mobile ambulatory application Asafny or traditional phone request (997). There are two categories of dependent variables: the first one is the characteristics of the ambulance requester that is the cause of requests. The demographics of the people included in this study were amended by the data source to maintain the privacy of individuals; the other dependent variables are related to the request itself, and include the year of request, the time from accepting the request until arriving at the accident/emergency location, the time from leaving the accident location until arriving to the hospital, and the time from arriving at the accident location until closing the case for home-treated patients.

Study Setting
A retrospective data collection was conducted from all the emergency requests in Eastern Province between 2017 and 2019 by the Red Crescent Authority. The data can be obtained at The Saudi Red Crescent Authority website (https://www.srca.org.sa/en). The Red Crescent Authority in Saudi Arabia was established in 1963. It is the only body throughout the Kingdom that provides emergency ambulance services by contacting the hotline number 997 and ordering an ambulance. The General Center is located in Riyadh city, and 459 branches are distributed in large cities. The divisions of branches were established in various locations within the large cities based on branch manager decisions. The reporting systems for each large city are separate from one another, while backup for all ambulatory requests is maintained in the General Center in annual report format. Some of the services provided by the authority include providing necessary urgent aid in accidents, transporting the injured to governmental and contracted hospitals, training the hospital employees and volunteers for emergency situations, and auxiliary body for medical departments in war. Since 2017, the Red Crescent Authority adopted the Asafny application to facilitate ordering ambulances for deaf, mute individuals and non-Arabic speakers. It is important to mention that this is not an alternative to the traditional 997 system.

Study Data (Ambulance Request)
The study data were extracted from 2017 (the start year of Asafny) up to 2019. A clustered random sample of people who ordered ambulances in Eastern Province, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) has been taken from each year based on a averaging the number of requests. The inclusion criteria were all 997 and Asafny requests including home-treated cases. The exclusion criteria were cancelled requests and those missing data, for example times of the request, date,
reasons. “Save Our Souls” (SOS) requests were excluded from this study because this service is provided to certain mobile phone types only and it is not directly delivered by SRCA.

Data Collection Methods
All ambulatory requests are served by the Red Crescent Authority (a copy of a sample of data variables is found in Tables 1 and 2). The data regarding ambulatory services are kept in a different server. These servers were meant for different ambulatory requests (Asafny and 997). The model for the ambulance request processes are illustrated in Figure 1. We believe data were saved for quality, judicial, or political issues; therefore, these are considered secondary data.

Instruments
The data were extracted from Saudi Red Crescent Authority servers. This is the optimal way to obtain the data because it is difficult to follow up all cases, especially when they are related to sensitive situations, times, and geographical areas. One of the challenges faced is the data cleaning process, because the date and time formats for the different emergency methods (Asafny and 997) are different.

Procedure and Timeline
The data were requested from the Red Crescent Authority in the Eastern Province after face-to-face meetings with the Eastern Operations Department Manager to clarify the project and its aims. This study measures four time differences involved in ordering an ambulance, as follows: 1) accepting the order until reaching the requester location; 2) reaching the location to leaving the location; 3) leaving the location until reaching the hospital; and 4) total time from accepting the order until closing the case. “Reaching the location to leaving the location” was the longest time period for both methods of ambulance request. Before the analysis stage began, data cleaning and missing data checks were carried out. These included deleting blank and duplicated rows, as well as calculating the differences between the time phases. (the Excel calculation is attached in Table 1 and 2 and Figure 2)

Analysis
The study involved some collection of data taken by the ambulatory service providers when responding to requests and calls from the public when needed. The collected data were cleaned in Excel and then entered into a Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) v 25 Armonk, NY. for further analysis. The analysis involved describing request characteristics using percentage, mean and standard deviation (SD), presenting the patterns of request by years from 2017 to 2019, and comparing the type of requests using descriptive statistics. After running normality tests, the data skewness were between –2 and 2, representing normally distributed data. Therefore, parametric data analysis was used for the current study.

Results
A total of requests 871 (39%) and 1249 (61%) were extracted for Asafny and 997, respectively. The mean (SD) of total times from accepting orders until closing the case were similar for Asafny and 997 (Table 3). For all time phases, the Asafny SD was (e<1 Min), which was shorter than that of 997 requests that varied from one phase to another. Accepting the order until reaching the requester location recorded was less than a mean of 14 in Asafny (13 minutes), compared to 14 minutes for 997. Reaching the location until leaving the location recorded the highest mean that was exactly the same for both methods of ambulance requests (mean = 00:17), and 997 present the highest values of SD = (00:33) and Median (IQR) = 00:13 (0:14). The time for leaving location until reaching the hospital for the Asafny application was less than 1 minute, as recorded for accepting order until reaching the requester location; however, with mean = 00:08 for 997 requests, the highest variance in median

Table 1 How the Data Been Sorted in the Red Crescent Centre

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Order No.</td>
<td>Order Acceptance</td>
<td>Ambulance Moving</td>
<td>Reaching the Location</td>
<td>Leaving the Location</td>
<td>Reaching the Hospital</td>
<td>Leaving the Hospital</td>
<td>Close the Case</td>
<td>Type of Injury</td>
<td>Reason of Cancelation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3911</td>
<td>11/03/1439 03:24:00 PM</td>
<td>11/03/1439 03:23:49 PM</td>
<td>11/03/1439 02:59:25 PM</td>
<td>11/03/1439 02:49:21 PM</td>
<td>11/03/1439 02:30:59 PM</td>
<td>11/03/1439 02:21:16 PM</td>
<td>11/03/1439 02:21:15 PM</td>
<td>18 Respiratory crisis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(IQR) between the methods of ambulance requests was recorded in which the Asafny application recorded shorter median (IQR) 00:06 (0:11), and the Asafny had the range time (<1 Min - 2:03) compared with the remaining Asafny phases. The total time from accepting order until closing the case had a lower mean and median (IQR) for Asafny with mean 00:36 median = (00:32 (0:17)) compared to 997 mean = 00:38, median (00:33 (0:22)). In this phase, the maximum time and SD for 997 was (<1 Min - 4:27) and (00:46) and Asafny was (<1 Min - 4:19) and (00:1) which was shorter than that of 997.

The time taken by the service providers was between 33.08 and 40.0 minutes from accepting order until closing the case for all years (Figure 3). The years 2017 and 2018 recorded 40 minutes from accepting order until closing the case, while in 2019, the time decreased to 33.08 minutes. The service providers took the shortest time from leaving the location of accident until reaching to the hospital, between 6.9 and 8.1 minutes, with the year 2018 recording the longest time (8.1 minutes). Slightly more time was taken from accepting order until reaching the requester location: between 10.07 and 16.06 minutes; the year of 2017 recorded the longest time interval. Much of the time was taken by the service providers from reaching location until they leave the location, between 15.8 and 18.14 minutes; the year 2018 recorded the longest time interval (18.14 minutes compared with 15.8 in 2017). As noted, the year of 2019 recorded the shortest time for all phases compared with 2017 and 2018.

The top ten types of injury for ambulatory requests are summarized in Table 4. The table details the types of injuries, their corresponding numbers, and time taken by the ambulatory service providers to respond. Ordinary patient requests were the predominant type, which recorded the largest number of 730 (35% of total cases) during the study period. This was followed by crash accidents with 319 (15.4%), while the least requested case types were run over and violence with the smallest numbers of 47 (2.3%) and 43 (2.1%), respectively.

T-tests were carried out to check for significant differences between arrival times for Asafny and 997. The test gave a p-value of 0.099. This is sufficient evidence to accept the null hypothesis and conclude that there is no significant difference between method of request: Asafny (mean = 00:36, SD = 00:25), and 997 (mean = 00:38, SD = 00:27), with t (2064) = −1.65, p-value 0.099, 95% CI (−0:04: 18.16, 0:00: 22.249).
**Discussion**

This comparative cross-sectional study aimed to compare the mobile ambulatory application Asifny and the traditional phone request 997. There was no significant difference between the two methods, suggesting that the Red Crescent Authority answers emergency requests without differences in response time, meaning that both request routes are handled equally. This was expected because the SRCA was using the same process after receiving requests as illustrated in Figure 1. The only differences were found for the time of information gathering from the requester. Assessing the distributions of requests by different time phases in minutes and years of the request showed that the year 2019 recorded the shortest time for all phases in requests compared to 2017 and 2018. This suggests that services are being provided in response to requests more quickly, indicating continuous improvement of SRCA over time. A considerable number of studies investigated the means of lowering ambulance response times, so as to increase survival rates. Further studies are needed to compare survival and mortality rates based on ambulance response times between Asifny and 997.

The top type of injury for the most common request was “ordinary patients.” We suggest narrowing “ordinary patient” to more specific terms, because as is, it is an overly broad term. This might gather non-emergent cases that consume substantial time and effort on the part of emergency care that should be delivered to more severe cases.

![Flowchart of ambulance requests](image-url)
It could be explained that there were a number of barriers that accounted for time taken, including the dangerousness of the location, whether the injured individual was trapped in a car or a closed place, in a private secure site where they needed authorization to obtain access, or if they were taking care of the case and trying to stabilize the patient’s condition. Lam mentioned several barriers to ambulance response time in Singapore and one of them was the place of incident which affected ARTs. Ambulances should assist people in emergency cases regardless of their location. Therefore, efficient routing of the ambulance is important. A study found that a GIS navigation approach could guide the movement of the ambulance resulting in acceptable ARTs. Saud paramedics are provided with tablets that allow them to sign each phase in the case with its appropriate time. The tablets have their own application to navigate the paramedic to the requester location; however, sometimes it does not

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Differences</th>
<th>Asafny (N = 871 (39%))</th>
<th>997 (N = 1249 (61%))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accepting order until reaching the requester location</td>
<td>00:12 (&lt;1 Min)</td>
<td>00:10 (0:07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaching location to leaving location</td>
<td>00:17 (&lt;1 Min)</td>
<td>00:13 (0:27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaving location until reaching the hospital</td>
<td>00:07 (&lt;1 Min)</td>
<td>00:01 (0:12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time from accepting order until closing case</td>
<td>00:36 (00:1)</td>
<td>00:33 (0:22)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
work appropriately and it faces some technical issues. Therefore, in similar cases, the paramedics use their own Google Maps navigator or they rely on their own knowledge of the route and can reach the incident location in an appropriate time without the aid of an application.

Initiating a new application to order an ambulance is an intelligent way to reach those who cannot dial 997 for any reason, including inability to speak Arabic or English and deafness. In serious emergency situations, the application provides medical history and blood type, specifying any medication allergies of the requester. We wanted to measure the health status of the requester after reaching the hospital; the fact that we were unable to do this was one of the limitations of the study. The paramedic’s responsibility ends after reaching the hospital without addressing whether the patient is alive or dead. Furthermore, we could not obtain data regarding the nationality or language of the requester due to the restriction of these data and their availability.

To conclude, we suggest adding a dropdown menu in the paramedic tablets to assign the state of the case at the time of reaching the hospital. In addition, a qualitative study is recommended to understand paramedic needs in order to provide rapid, improved emergency services in the KSA.

### Ethics and Limitations

IRB approval was attained from the office of the Vice President for Research and Higher Studies, Imam Abdulrahman Bin Faisal University. The Institutional Review Board number was IRB -UGS-2019-03-395, approved on 12/18/2019. The data were aggregated, anonymized, and saved on a secure server. Any cells that constituted fewer than five cases were hidden to avoid breaching privacy.

One of the research limitations was the inability to know whether the patient survived for hospital-treated cases because the Red Crescent Authority ends its responsibility at the point of delivering the case to the hospital or aiding the case at its location. Some demographic

---

**Table 4** The Top Ten Requested Cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Injury</th>
<th>Number of Cases (%)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Minimum - Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary patient</td>
<td>730 (35%)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>&lt;1 Min - 4:19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crash accident</td>
<td>319 (15.4%)</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>&lt;1 Min - 4:27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fainting</td>
<td>233 (11.3%)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0:02–2:49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory crisis</td>
<td>163 (7.9%)</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0:06–2:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>128 (6.2%)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>&lt;1 Min - 3:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epilepsy case</td>
<td>84 (4.1%)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0:01–1:35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coma</td>
<td>63 (3.0%)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>&lt;1 Min - 1:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>58 (2.8%)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>&lt;1 Min - 2:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run over</td>
<td>47 (2.3%)</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>&lt;1 Min - 0:49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violence</td>
<td>43 (2.1%)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0:02–1:09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 3** Distributions of requests according to phases, in minutes and year of the request.
information such as the age, gender, and nationality were not shared because these were considered highly secure data. Selection of the samples was based on randomly select requests, this might reduce the generalizability of the study results as cases and controls were matched only on year rather than reason of requests of personnel handling request entering.

**Conclusion**

The Saudi Red Crescent Authority (SRCA) provides ambulatory services across the country for both citizens and non-citizens in Saudi Arabia. It is designed to provide a hotline number (997) that individuals can call and obtain direct help. In line with technological advancements, SRCA adopted Asafny that enables deaf and mute residents to order an ambulance. This study highlighted that Asafny is equivalent to 997 in terms of response time. There is a promising improvement in response times year by year. The ambulatory request for ordinary cases might be better specified so as to determine whether they are urgent services. These recommendations are meant to inform individuals regarding the use of technology as well as to reach out to senior citizens. There is an urgent need to make the application user-friendly to all the citizens regardless of their age. The project’s strength lies in use of adequate methods; however, a qualitative study should be used to identify the areas that need improvement. For future studies, it is suggested to compare Asafny and 997 in terms of survival and mortality rates based on ambulance response times.
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